
Introduction
There is a substantial community of people who are profoundly deaf (2 million in the US in 1989 [2]), of
whom perhaps 360,000 speak American Sign Language (ASL) [1] and are referred to as Deaf. ASL is a so-
phisticated language very different from English in numerous important ways. Deafness complicates many
otherwise simple features of everyday life. Only 20-40% of speech is comprehensible via lipreading [20].
Not hearing spoken English makes it difÞcult to learn to read English, which is in any event a second lan-
guage for most Deaf students. Thus, an average Deaf US high-school graduate reads poorly [11] and likely
lacks sufÞcient ßuency to follow TV closed-captions (in English).

We propose to launch an interdisciplinary project to build devices which translate between written En-
glish and American Sign Language (ASL). While some ASL translation projects exist at other universities,
none has had any notable successes because ASL has a number of unique features as a language � for
example, the natural representation is as video, rather than characters � and no project has involved a suf-
Þciently broad team of investigators. As a result, no existing project has taken even the most basic steps
to support machine translation: building very large datasets and aligning them. We have assembled a team
consisting of experts in computer animation, computer vision, computational natural language, human com-
puter interfaces, ASL linguistics and ASL. The core activity of our project will involve building very large
datasets, including aligned datasets of closed captioning and ASL subtitles, as well as ASL conversation
both scripted and unscripted. These datasets will support building our translation devices and they will also
provide new insight into ASL linguistics, and into the relationships between gesture, emotion, language and
meaning. Our datasets will give UIUC a dominant position in ASL machine translation.

We see our work resulting in broad impact in four important areas. First, such translators would pro-
vide better access to auditory information (by being coupled to existing speech recognizers). Second, our
evaluation work will result in better understanding of translation needs. Third, we will produce a translation
toolkit, in the tradition of HCI research. Finally, we will lay the groundwork for consumer devices, the
most important of which will take a closed caption stream associated with a television signal, produce an
ASL subtitle, and composite that with the television signal, so that Deaf viewers at home can see television
subtitled in their native language without requiring input from broadcasters.

Related Work
Video-based telecommunication and computer technology has exploded in the Deaf Community as con-
sumers place a high value on technologies that support sign language interactions [10]. Existing attempts
to render ASL look �robotic� to many deaf individuals because the sign stream is interrupted with hands-
down pauses, and it is missing critical grammatical information usually carried through facial expression and
body posture. Nonetheless, there are a number of useful signing avatars. Vcom3D�s SignAvatar is crude, but
still useful. For example, Vcom3D claims in promotional material that their SignAvatar product increases
comprehension of classroom stories from 17% to 67%. This general result � rough animation still being
useful � is supported by work on mathematics instruction [4] and Þngerspelling [3, 9]; and by commercial
work on a device called an icommunicator (from interactive solutions, www.myicommunicator.com), which
produces a sequence of isolated ASL signs in English word order (see also the discussion in [5]).

Two major university projects have looked at machine translation of ASL. One, at the University of
Pennsylvania, has produced some papers and ideas but no systems and no datasets (e.g. [22, 12]); the other,
at Boston University [16], has produced a markup toolkit and a very small set of videos of scripted signing
sessions. A similar small dataset is being produced at Purdue [15]. None of these datasets is large or rich
enough to support statistical translation research. A joint project of Radboud University in Nijmegen, Stock-
holm University and City University, London, has built small corpora for Swedish Sign Language, British
Sign Language and Sign Language of the Netherlands (http://www.let.ru.nl/sign-lang/echo/). There has been
sustained work on generating British Sign Language (BSL), including a system that renders signed subtitles
for television programs using BSL signs in English word order [6, 17] and a form of signed phrasebook for
use at post ofÞce counters and in weather forecasts [7, 8, 13, 14, 21, 19]. (Another useful phrasebook, for



diagnostic interviews, is described in [18].)

Research Plan
Our project aims to build machine translation systems between English and ASL. We will build a large,
aligned dataset of English and ASL. We can then translate English phrases into ASL by identifying streams
of video corresponding to particular chunks of English, then translate whole sentences by cutting and past-
ing phrases. In broad form, this is the standard strategy for statistical machine translation; successfully
implementing it for ASL will require innovation in video technologies, language technologies, evaluation
procedures and datasets. Building datasets � a crucial Þrst step � is the primary focus of this proposal.
Language Technologies: The core need is an aligned bitext, i.e. a body of English text aligned with

sections of the ASL that mean the same thing. With an aligned bitext, translation becomes a question of
phrase matching and cut-and-paste. However, there are challenges to obtaining an aligned bitext. We will
deal with linguistic difÞculties by marking up and transforming English to an intermediate form (ESIGN)
that more closely mimics ASL syntax and identiÞes phenomena that require care in translation, e.g. classi-
Þers and pronoun references. Because even large datasets contain only a sampling of possible phrases, we
will enrich our dataset by building automatic paraphrases of the English text, thus increasing the chance of
Þnding a match for an incoming sentence.
Video Technologies: There are three core technologies: building representations of video that can be

matched, building animations by compositing (splicing together) multiple videos, and matching video to
video. We will use feature based representations to align video to text, using statistical models of the
appearance of individual ASL signs. We will then build rough output animations by assembling sequences
cut from many different videos. Clean animations can then be created by matching rough animations to a
large pool of video. We have extensive experience matching video and building animations by cut-and-paste,
and the core of the system can exploit established technologies from computer vision.
Evaluation: We will apply both formative and summative evaluation. For formative evaluation, bilin-

gual ASL consultants will transcribe and score automatic translations. We will then perform qualitative
failure analysis to identify putative improvements to the ESIGNmarkup. For summative evaluation, we will
compare the use of translated ASL to the use of text captions for experiencing television programming, and
test how well our system might function in a system offering bi-directional translation between ASL and
spoken/written English.

Datasets
We will collect a variety of types of datasets.
Bitexts: As an initial data set, we will use the numerous children�s movies with signed subtitles and

closed captions, available commercially. These offer the beneÞt of clean photographic conditions, as well
as a clear and careful linguistic style. Models derived from this data will then form the starting point for
analysis of captioned video with less-constrained signing (e.g. material from the TV program Deaf Mosaic)
and/or covering a wider range of discourse topics. A translation team will (a) mark up video indicating
various important ASL features (exact alignment; unusual uses of pronouns; etc.) so as to provide reference
datasets for evaluation and (b) prepare a signed translation of some existing closed-caption videos (yielding
aligned data).
Observing discourses: Because conversational discourse is typically not polished or scripted, translat-

ing it into ASLmay reveal algorithmic challenges and, most importantly, will allow us to test our algorithms
for translating conversational discourse into ASL. We will capture conversational discourse among hearing
users at service-oriented locations (e.g. a library reference desk). We will enlist the services of experts
ßuent in both ASL and English who will review the transcriptions and will then be video taped signing
the discourse. These videos will then result in aligned versions of conversational discourse as opposed to
scripted text. We will also collect speeches, such as those recorded at conferences, which were interpreted
and/or captioned because some of the audience or presenters were Deaf.



Capturing natural conversation: Wewill collect natural conversation in ASL, using a variety of strate-
gies. First, we will collect video of chat shows for Deaf people. Second, we will encourage people to talk
about family photographs, a strategy that has been successful in other contexts.

Project Context and PI�s
Leverage: The proposed project builds on a unique conßuence of strengths at UIUC. Our project team
has strong activities in computer vision, computer graphics, computational natural language understanding,
human computer interaction, ASL linguistics and Deaf community interactions. No other effort in this area
has involved so strong and so broad a team; we do not believe that any other institution currently possesses
the complete set of skills covered by this team at this level of quality.
Sustainability: The need for ASL machine translation is clear, and the Americans with Disabilities Act

would compel many organisations to adopt technologies as they become available. The primary determinant
of success in machine translation is the size and richness of the dataset. Because ASL lacks a widely-
accepted writing system, there are currently only small corpora. We can exploit this situation to create a
competitive advantage for UIUC, because a university group that builds and maintains a signiÞcant corpus
will dominate ASL translation for the foreseeable future. This dominance will extend to ASL linguistics,
because the existing small ASL corpora are inadequate for quantitative rsearch, e.g. deriving frequency
characteristics of the language (crucial for psycholinguistics research). Most researchers in ASL linguistics
could beneÞt from having a substantial corpus from which to retrieve data. The primary expenditures for
our project will revolve around collecting, administering and disseminating datasets. These datasets will
long outlive the CRI funding and the dominance they create will attract other funds in future.
David Forsyth is Professor of Computer Science at UIUC and at UC Berkeley (on leave). He co-

authored the standard graduate textbook on computer vision and is also a recognised expert on data-driven
animation. He has served on program committees for all major international conferences on computer
vision and computer graphics. He has received two best paper awards in computer vision. Brian Bailey
is Assistant Professor of Computer Science and an expert in human-computer interaction. His research
includes measuring effects of interruption and measuring mental workload through the use of pupil size.
His multidisciplinary efforts have been recognized with afÞliate academic appointments in the Graduate
School of Library and Information Science and Aviation Psychology. Margaret Fleck is Research Associate
Professor of Computer Science at UIUC, and is well known for work on computer vision, computational
linguistics, and capturing stories about personal photo collections. Karrie Karahalios is Assistant Professor
of Computer Science. Her work focuses on the interaction between people and the social cues and signals
they perceive and transmit in networked electronic spaces. The goal is to create interfaces that enable users
to perceive conversational patterns that are present, but not obvious, in traditional communication interfaces.
David Quinto-Pozos is Assistant Professor in Speech and Hearing, and works primarily on American Sign
Language (ASL) and Mexican Sign Language (LSM). His research has addressed linguistic phenomena
that result from contact between users (both bilinguals and monolinguals) of those two languages. He has
also worked on tactile ASL as it is used by Deaf-Blind individuals in the U.S. Dan Roth is an Associate
Professor in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and
the Beckman Institute of Advanced Science and Technology (UIUC). He is a Willett Faculty Scholar of the
College of Engineering and was a fellow of the UIUC Center of Advanced Studies. He is well known for
his research achievements in theoretical and experimental machine learning and natural language processing
and his leadership in these areas. Jenny Singleton is Associate Professor in the Department of Educational
Psychology. She is a national expert on deafness and sign language research, particularly natural sign
language discourse in the classroom and technologies to support deaf children�s literacy development. She
was appointed by the Governor to serve on the Illinois Deaf and Hard of Hearing Commission, whose
mission is to remove barriers faced by deaf and hard of hearing citizens in the state.



Budget

• Year 1
1. Personnel costs $55, 000

2. Disk $ 3, 000

3. Translation/Language Consultant Services $ 20, 000

4. Subject fees $ 7, 000

5. Kick-off workshop $ 5, 000

6. ASL Translation and Linguistics Seminar costs $ 6, 000

• Year 2
1. Personnel costs $55, 000

2. Disk $ 3, 000

3. Translation/Language Consultant Services $ 20, 000

4. Subject fees $ 7, 000

5. ASL Translation and Linguistics Seminar costs $ 6, 000

• Year 3
1. Personnel costs $55, 000

2. Disk $ 3, 000

3. Translation/Language Consultant Services $ 20, 000

4. Subject fees $ 7, 000

5. Dissemination workshop $ 5, 000

6. ASL Translation and Linguistics Seminar costs $ 6, 000
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